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I heavily object to this application.
My parents live in the area, as do many others I know and it would be a travesty to the local
community for many reasons, of which I would like to mention just two.
1). It will ruin the tranquility of walks in the woods. Quiet woods is what West Sussex is known for.
This noise will damage both visitor attraction as well as the mental health of local walkers. Expect to
see many unhappy residents moving out of the area.
2). It will destroy our environmental targets, both local and national. Let me explain how:
- Having 42 Trucks drive up and down let's say 30 miles per day, every day for 5 days a week is 6,300
miles per week.
- At an average truck MPG that's 8.5 tonnes of C02 generated per week. That's 315 tonnes of C02
every year.
- For 33 years of the project, that's 10,395 tonnes of C02 pumped into West Sussex air.
- And that's not even including the increased traffic nor industrial equipment they'll be using on-site.
As I'm sure you know, West Sussex missed their carbon emissions reduction targets by 4% last year,
and you have an aim to be Carbon Neutral in 9 years time.
You can plant more trees and offset as much as you want, but without reducing our actual emissions,
you are still adding to the problem.
Bottom line - this Quarry Construction will jeopardise our chances of meeting both local and national
environmental targets, which 196 other countries are currently depending on us to hit.
Don't think I need to be any clearer as to why this project should not go ahead. But let me know if
you'd like me to.
Best,
Tom
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